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Full of sensational looks, with step-by-step photographs and easy to follow guidelines on how to
accomplish them, this the perfect handbag-sized book for females who want to appear secrets
to here are the real looking gorgeous in just minutesRae Morris is a veteran of main international
runway displays, where speed is crucial, so she knows how exactly to achieve beautiful looks
fast.When you're in a rush, always do your eyes first, as you can easily apply foundation and
lipstick in your compact or rearview mirror.Right here she reveals all the tricks and trade secrets
she's learned more than her highly successful career, from how to apply razor-sharp eyeliner to
how exactly to transform that person with the perfect brow shape. Rae's number 1 tip: From the
phenomenal artist behind Express Makeup and Timeless Makeup, flawless very quickly at all.
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The guidelines are vague and assume that you will be already pretty good at application. Pages
4-22 are basics about base, highlighting, brows and lashes. Nothing too in depth for folks
acquainted with makeup but a good overview. Pages 24-28 are helpful color charts that show
eyeshadow colors that will enhance/compliment the eyes. Pages 30-86 are all the quick looks,
primarily focusing on eyeshadow program.Simplistic but Useful This is a pretty good book on
simplistic aka "quick" looks. Some looks have become minimalistic but cover a wide range of
designs from "rocker chick" type to professional and mature. This is a small paperback which will
be easy to keep useful. It emphasizes colors a lot more than technique. Simply note that this
book isn't huge format like her additional books. One thing I really like about Rae's books are that
her images are barely, if at all, altered by photoshop. quick looks This is a basic makeup book. It
gives you a very realistic expectation of everything you can achieve with make-up and it's a
refreshing change from other make-up books out that I have reviewed.
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